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Methods	
•  Used	 two	 cre-dependent	 lines	 expressing	 in	 diﬀerent	 cell	 popula5ons:	 NR5A	 and	
GPR26	.	
•  S5mulated	and	suppressed	principle	neuron	ac5vity	during	the	post-gap	interval	(PGI)	
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•  Inh ib i5on	 o f	 cor5ca l	 neurons	
decreased	gap	detec5on	in	GPR26	line	
but	not	NR5A	line.	
•  GPR26	 found	 to	 be	 predominantly	
layer	4	input	line	and	NR5A	is	layer	3.		
•  No	 change	 in	 startle	 aJenua5on	 in	
NR5A	 may	 be	 due	 to	 incomplete	

















•  Further	 break	 down	 of	 circuit	 by	
analyzing	diﬀerent	cell	popula5ons.		
•  Further	behavior	 studies	by	 linking	gap	
detec5on	 with	 a	 behavioral	 task	 for	















Figure	6.	 Eﬀects	of	 s5mula5on	 (ChR2)	or	 inhibi5on	 (Arch)	of	 cor5cal	
cells.	 a)	 No	 change	 in	 startle	 aJenua5on	 in	 NR5A	 inhibi5on;	 b)	









Figure	 7.	 Expression	 of	 cre-posi5ve	 lines.	 a)	 NR5A	 x	 AI14	 cell	



















Figure	5.	 Expected	 startle	 responses	 to	optogene5c	manipula5on.	 a)	





Figure	 12.	 Trial	 ini5ates	 when	 mouse	 presses	 center	 port.	 A	
500ms	burst	of	white	noise	plays.	 If	 there	 is	no	gap	 in	burst	of	
noise,	mouse	goes	 to	 leh	to	get	water	 reward.	 If	 there	 is	a	gap	
and	mouse	 perceives	 gap,	 mouse	 should	 go	 to	 right	 for	 water	
reward.	 If	 mouse	 goes	 to	 wrong	 port,	 no	 water	 is	 given.	 Will	
cor5cal	s5mula5on	in	the	ChR2	cross,	elici5ng	the	Phantom	Gap	
eﬀect,	elicit	behavioral	gap	detec5on?		
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